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Question #:1

What is the purpose of the Notice Date attribute field?

The date when one of the parties has to provide notice to the other about any changes to the termination
status of ...

The date when the project owner will receive notice to review a contract with a perpetual term

The date that is used for a reminder about a deliverable due date

The date to delete the contract record according to the corporate policy for document retention

Answer: C

Question #:2

What are the characteristics of a best-practice process workflow? Note: There are 2 correct answers to this
question

Enforces required tasks to map out a standardized repeatable processes (Missed)

Ensures that only the project owner starts any of the tasks

Contains a 20-task step-by-step workflow built mostly from To-Do tasks

Focuses on milestones, reviews, and approvals (Missed)

Answer: A D

Question #:3

What are the benefits of Template tasks? Note: There are 2 correct answers to this question

You can create and manage notification profiles on the projects level

You can add owners and observers to simplify the end-user process (Missed)

End users can choose which template tasks required for their projects (Missed)

They are used to standardize business processes

Answer: B C

Question #:4

Which types of tasks are available in Ariba Contract Management? Note: There are 3 correct answers to this
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question

Review tasks (Missed)

Approval tasks (Missed)

Stage gate tasks

To-do tasks (Missed)

Configuration tasks

Answer: A B D

Question #:5

In an Ariba Contract Management project, Desktop File Sync (DFS) is used to perform which actions? Note:
There are 2 correct answers to this question

Create a desktop folder to e-mail your documents to other team members

Compare versions of documents in Microsoft Word (Missed)

Automatically populate document properties fields in contract documents from field values in a contract
workspace (Missed)

Update the clause library with newly approved clause text

Answer: B C

Question #:6

What is SAP Ariba's recommendation for when to create a sub-agreement to an existing contract? Note: There
are 2 correct answers to this question

When you add a schedule (Missed)

When you add a statement of work (Missed)

When you apply changes to the language of a contract document

When you renew a contract

Answer: A B

Question #:7

When a contract passes the end of its term what is the status?
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Expired

Closed

Completed

Pending

Answer: A

Question #:8

Which of the following activities are recommended before you upload the Main Agreement? Note: There are 3
correct answers to this question

Bookmark the document (Missed)

Create styles in Microsoft Word (Missed)

Complete document cleansing (Missed)

Set the document properties

Add conditions to the document

Answer: A B C

Question #:9

Your customer needs a certain document to be available only in certain situations. On what criteria can you
base the document condition? Note: There are 2 correct answers to this question

Answers to template questions (Missed)

Field values (Missed)

Task completion status

User project role

Answer: A B

Question #:10

From where can you create a contract workspace? Note: There are 3 correct answers to this question

From an awarded sourcing event (Missed)
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From a contract analytical report

From a Sourcing Project template

From a contract request (Missed)

From the dashboard (Missed)

Answer: A D E

Question #:11

Which of the following custom field types are supported? Note: There are 2 correct answers to this question

Filtered data list

Text multiple select with hierarchical data (Missed)

Flex master data single select (Missed)

URL link

Answer: B C

Question #:12

What is the SAP Ariba best practice for managing contract workspace templates?

Export templates so that changes can be made more quickly using Microsoft Excel and a text editor

Create an initial template and receive business approval so that it can copied as the basis for additional
templates

Enable Template Upgrade so that existing contracts are upgraded when they are amended

Create templates in parallel so that settings can be compared during the configuration process

Answer: B

Question #:13

What best practice does SAP Ariba recommend for tasks related to a contract amendment? Note: There are 2
correct answers to this question

Enable the Repeat for each Document Draft option (Missed)

Configure the notification profile to send an e-mail to the project team when the tasks are complete




